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Executive summary
This document is the deliverable “D4.4 – Final Human Computation framework” of the European
project “SIMPATICO - SIMplifying the interaction with Public Administration Through Information
technology for Citizens and cOmpanies” (hereinafter also referred to as “SIMPATICO”, project
reference: 692819).
SIMPATICO addresses a strategic challenge towards the innovation and modernization of the public
sector: the need to offer a more efficient and more effective experience to companies and citizens in
their daily interaction with Public Administration (PA) by (i) offering a personalized delivery of PA
online services; (ii) enabling a better comprehension of the complex processes and documents
(forms, regulations and so on) behind these services; (iii) engaging them to improve the
administration processes and services. Citizenpedia component stresses the last point offering the
citizens and civil servants the possibility of interacting between them. This interaction promotes an
active engagement of people for the continuous improvement of the interaction with these services.
Also, this component allows, via answering questions made by the citizens, a way of improving the
communication between them.
This report includes the results of project tasks T4.2 “Social question answering engine”, T4.3
“Collaborative procedures designer” and T4.4 “Citizenpedia collective knowledge base and API”. Each
of these tasks corresponds to a software module of the Citizenpedia, the Question & Answer Engine
(QAE), the Collaborative Procedure Designer (CPD), the Collective Knowledge Base (CKB) and
Servicepedia respectively.
This deliverable describes the final implemented functionalities, the interfaces, the next steps for
each of the mentioned components and the new features added based on the feedback obtained
during the first evaluation phase. It also presents the usability and inclusiveness evaluation of all the
SIMPATICO components which have a visual interface and the technical validation done of each of
the tools composing the Citizenpedia.
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1 Introduction
The Citizenpedia is the human computation framework that leverages the SIMPATICO project with
the collaborative knowledge provided by its stakeholders. It complements the SIMPATICO
environment with a place where citizens can find answers to their questions and interact in an
amenable way with the public administration. It exposes mainly three tools to the stakeholders: the
first one is a Question Answering Engine (QAE), where citizens may post and solve doubts, and also
look up for terms and definitions. The second one is a Collaborative Procedure Designer (CPD), where
civil servants can describe current administrative procedures in the form of flowcharts/diagrams and
citizens are able to comment on them. The last one is the Servicepedia, where information of all the
e-services (electronic interactions between citizens and the PA throughout the flow of an
administrative procedure) and its components are presented. This tool also integrates the
information of the CPD and QAE in order to help the citizens during the reading of the e-service
description. This way, Citizenpedia enables an easy way for citizens to take part in the simplified
design of bureaucratic procedures.
This deliverable presents the development status of the Citizenpedia up to M36 of the project, i.e.
end of the project. The starting point of the development tasks was M4. The design and
requirements for the framework were defined in a previous deliverable of WP4, D4.1: “Citizenpedia
framework specification and architecture” and the advances done until M12 in D4.2: “Basic Methods
and Tools for Human Computation” and until 24 in D4.3: “Advanced Methods and Tools for Human
Computation”.
The document is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the Citizenpedia
architecture and defines the interactions between the different modules of the human computation
framework. Section 3, 4, 5 and 6 are devoted to the Question & Answering Engine (QAE), the
Collaborative Procedure Designer (CPD), the Collective Knowledge Base (CKB) and the Servicepedia
modules, respectively. These sections provide a brief description of the final implementation,
including a list of the interfaces that the modules provide for the connection with other SIMPATICO
components. In Section 7, the inclusive design evaluation performed to improve the inclusiveness
and usability of all the components with visual interface developed in SIMPATICO is described. In
section 8, the in-lab evaluations done to technically validated the QAE, CPD and Servicepedia are also
described. Finally, in Section 9 some conclusions are drawn.
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2 Citizenpedia Architecture
The Citizenpedia framework is composed of several building blocks, each providing a functionality.
Some of them will provide a UI for citizens/civil servants and other will provide support for
storage/queries/management. In addition, two main ways of accessing the Citizenpedia have been
considered: through a web user interface (mostly for citizens/civil servants) or through a REST API
(aimed for the communications with either other SIMPATICO components or 3rd party applications).
For the former access approach, users interact with the GUI widgets added by IFE (Interactive FrontEnd) to e-services instrumented by SIMPATICO, which then communicate with Citizenpedia through
the REST API. For the latter access approach, users access Citizenpedia from the Servicepedia frontend.
The architecture is defined in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Citizenpedia Architecture

The Question & Answer Engine (QAE) is the part of the Citizenpedia where citizens can post and
resolve questions regarding e-services and public administration. The main functionality provided by
QAE is to create and answer questions in a public manner. We will encourage users to communicate
in a public manner, aiming that all the generated information will persist and be useful for other
users. A second functionality is to provide a dictionary-like form where legal terms (that can appear
in the QAE questions) are defined. The QAE is represented in Figure 1 as the left hand side green
block.
SIMPATICO - 692819
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The Collaborative Procedure Designer (CPD) is the part of the Citizenpedia that offers graphical tools
to the civil servants and stakeholders to collaborate on the design of administrative procedures. It
mainly provides users with a shared canvas where the responsible for the procedure can draw it in a
graphical language and the stakeholders can provide useful feedback. Also, once the procedure has
been finally designed and enacted, the tool enables citizens to further comment and make questions.
In respect to this, citizens’ questions feed the QAE component, and are answered elaborated by
citizens and civil servants, and curated by the latter ones in the same way as it happens for the
questions posted on the e-services; citizens’ comments will provide useful hints to procedure owners
in order to better refine the design of the procedure. The CPD is represented in the Figure 1 as the
right hand side green block.
Servicepedia integrates all the data of the QAE, CPD and e-services to contextualize the existing
questions, answers and procedure steps. Citizens can access (i) an e-service description, including the
administrative procedure it is part of, (ii) all the questions and answers given by other citizens to
each of the elements the service is composed of, for example paragraph and forms, (iii) and a
description of this element.
The orange blocks of Figure 1 correspond to the Collective Knowledge Base (CKB), the persistence
part of the Citizenpedia. It contains the database which stores the data from the QAE and CPD. The
CKB also includes the indexing engine, a tool complementary to the database used to provide
enhanced results to text-based queries in the QAE.
Finally, the gamification engine (also described as Stakeholder Incentive Techniques – SIT) enables to
apply gamification techniques within the Citizenpedia. It allows to define and modify a scoreboard
and several badges to the Citizenpedia users. Each time a user performs an action, e.g. answering a
question, s/he is registered in the gamification engine, and his/her reputation skill will be computed.
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3 Question & Answer Engine
3.1 Short summary of key functionality
The final development of the QAE provides the following functionalities. These functionalities fulfill
several requirements defined in deliverable D4.1 [1] (section 4.1):
1. Question, answer and comment management: a user logged in the Citizenpedia can post a
question or write an answer/comment to an existing answer/comment. It also enables to
add an upvote (represented as a star in the current implementation) to a question or answer.
These functionalities fulfill the requirements QAE.1, QAE.2, QAE.3 and QAE.4. [Already
accomplished in D4.2]
2. Category management: each question belongs to a given category, e.g, Social Services, in the
QAE. These categories are defined by the pilot sites (or the Citizenpedia manager) and should
be generic enough to hold every question in a reduced set of categories, e.g.: health,
transport or education. This way, the questions are ordered by category and they are easier
to search by the end user. [Already accomplished in D4.2]
3. Tag management: different tags, e.g, elderly, can be added to each question. These tags are
words more concrete than the categories and shall enable an easier search of questions in
conjunction to the categories. [Already accomplished in D4.2]
4. Term management: the QAE contains a Wikipedia-like section that contains a list of terms with
their corresponding definitions. The aim is to provide a place that holds the explanation of
difficult words or expressions that might be subject of question. This functionality fulfills the
requirement QAE.6. [Already accomplished in D4.2]
5. User management: the QAE contains a module to register and manage the log-in process of
the users, in order to control who posts contents. This log-in module is provided by another
component of the SIMPATICO platform, as the project offers a unified log-in solution. This
functionality fulfills the requirement QAE.8. [Enhanced]
6. Role management: QAE users can be promoted to moderators by the administrator. This gives
them the possibility of modifying and deleting questions and answers. Also, users can be
promoted to special users. The answers that those special users make are highlighted (grey
colour background) in the question view so the user can perceive these answers as more
worthy ones (See Figure 3). This functionality fulfills the requirement QAE.5 [Enhanced]
7. Spam management. New questions and answers created by users pass an antispam filter
before they are published. This filter looks for inappropriate words in different languages and
links to URLs that may be spam. After being published the questions and answers can also
been deleted by an administrator or a moderator. This functionality fulfills the requirement
QAE.7 . [Already accomplished in D4.3]
8. Responsive user interface. The QAE webpage is responsive and adapts to the device is
accessed from. This functionality fulfills the requirement QAE.9. [Already accomplished in
D4.2]
9. Gamification. QAE component registers every interaction the users do and gives points to the
users for each of them, for example, when the user creates a new question. Users with more
SIMPATICO - 692819
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points can be promoted to moderators by administrators and their answers and questions
are also highlighted in order to give more relevance to them. A scoreboard of the most active
users is shown too (see Figure 4). These functionalities fulfill the requirements SIT.1, SIT.2
and SIT.3. [Already accomplished in D4.3]
10. Main page personalization QAE gives to its administrator the chance of configuring the
home page (See Figure 2)[Already accomplished in D4.2]. The elements that can be shown
or hide are:
● Search box
● Link boxes (big boxes that can be linked to any question search, tag, categories or
even external links)
● Ask Question button. Call to action big button to encourage the user to make a
question.
11. Ease of use: An iterative method is being used to evaluate and enhance the usability of the
QAE. After the pilots being held with each partner, some changes to the style and aspect of
the tool have been made to improve its usability. [Enhanced]

Figure 2: QAE Home page
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Figure 3: Main question view answer

Figure 4: Gamification ranking view
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3.2 Interfaces
This section describes the REST methods related to the QAE information exposed to other
SIMPATICO components and 3rd party applications. Each method is described in a separate table.
Method

/stats/questions/{eservice}

Type

GET

Description Returns the number of questions related to the e-service provided as parameter. It is
commonly used by the Interactive Front-End and Enrichment Engine.
Method

/stats/questions/{eservice}/{paragraph}

Type

GET

Description Returns the number of questions related to a specific paragraph of the e-service
provided as parameter. It is commonly used by the Interactive Front-End and
Enrichment Engine.
Method

/qae/questions/{eservice}

Type

GET

Description Returns all the questions (and their corresponding answers and comments) related to
the e-service provided as parameter. It is commonly used by the Interactive FrontEnd.
Method

/qae/questions/{eservice}/{paragraph}

Type

GET

Description Returns all the questions (and their corresponding answers and comments) related to
a specific paragraph of the e-service provided as parameter. It is commonly used by
the Interactive Front-End.
Method

/qae/term

Type

GET

Description Returns the definition of the provided term.
Method

/stats/totalquestions/

Type

GET

Description Returns the total number of questions.
Method

/stats/totalstars/

Type

GET
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Description Returns the total number of questions marked with a star.

3.3 Next steps
Efforts are being employed for software maintenance. The final wrap-up of the code as an opensource component is available in the GitHub link indicated in the following section.

3.4 Links
A Github repository has been created with the following content:





QAE source code
Sample data to populate the QAE
README file
A docker container configuration file to easily deploy and run QAE

Link: https://github.com/SIMPATICOProject/Citizenpedia
A live version of the QAE is also available in order to show QAE functionalities:
 Demo: https://simpatico.morelab.deusto.es/qae/
 API: https://simpatico.morelab.deusto.es/api/
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4 Collaborative Procedure Designer
4.1 Short summary of key functionality
The current development of the CPD provides the following functionalities:
1. Integration with the gamification engine, in order to fulfil all the SIT requirements. With the
CPD, citizens are encouraged to submit useful feedback (in the form of free text) that will
later be elaborated by civil servants to improve the procedure. According to the gamification
feature developed in the Citizenpedia, users will gain points each time they submit a
feedback. This feature fulfils the SIT requirement. [Enhanced]
2. Implementation of the drawing functionality that will enable civil servants to represent
citizen-PA interactions within an administrative procedure. Starting from the feedback of
the first evaluation phase, new graphical tools have been made available to the civil servants
to draw the citizen-PA “dialogues” as a sequence of “communications” within each of the
procedure’s phases. A citizen-PA communication discloses who the communication’s actors
are (sender and interlocutor) and which communication channel is going to be used to carry
on the communication (email, paper, telephone, e-service). This feature fulfils the
requirement CPD.3 discussed in the deliverable D4.1 [1]. [Enhanced]
3. Implementation of the collaboration workflow. A collaborative process has been
implemented to orchestrate the activities that all participants to the procedure’s design will
have to fulfil. BPMN has been used to model the process and an open-source BPMN engine
has been integrated in the back-end to orchestra the activities. The interaction with the
process has been made accessible to CPD users by means of a dedicated menu. This feature
fulfils requirements CPD.1, CPD.2, CPD.4 and CPD.5 discussed in the deliverable D4.1 [1].
[Enhanced]
4. Implementation of the full role-based user management system. An administration console
has been implemented to let administrators assign and maintain roles of the procedure
stakeholders that need to be involved in the collaboration workflow. Users will be presented
with customized CPD application interfaces according to the assigned roles. This feature
fulfils requirements CPD.6 and CKB.5 discussed in the deliverable D4.1 [1]. [Enhanced]
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Figure 5: Administrative Procedure diagram view of the CPD

4.2 Interfaces
This section describes the REST methods related to the CPD information exposed to other SIMPATICO
components and 3rd party applications. Each method is described in a separate table.
Method

/procedure/eService/{eServiceId}/summary

Supersedes /diagram/eService/{eServiceId}/summary (deprecated)
Type

GET

Description Returns information on the procedure that a given eService is part of. Among others,
the URL to the svg image of the procedure diagram and the URL of the diagram‘s web
page are returned. This is commonly used by the Interactive Front-End
Method

/procedure/{procedureId}/summary

Type

GET

Description Returns information on a procedure. Among others, for each procedure component
(i.e. the procedure itself and its phases) the ID, name, documentation and (optionally)
the e-service ID associated to the procedure component are returned. This is
commonly used by the Servicepedia
Method

/procedure/summary/list

Supersedes /diagram/summary/list (deprecated)
Type

GET

Description Returns the list of all administrative procedures’ information. For each procedure,
this will include: phases and relative descriptions, diagram’s web page URL and svg
image of the diagram. This is commonly used by the Interactive Front-End
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Method

/stats/procedure/{procedureId}/eServiceCount

Supersedes /stats/diagram/{diagramId}/eServiceCount (deprecated)
Type

GET

Description Returns the number of eServices involved in a given procedure. It is commonly used
by the eSM
Method

/user/feedback/{fromDateTime}

Type

GET

Description Returns all user feedbacks starting from a given date
Method

/user/feedback/{fromDateTime}/{toDateTime}

Type

GET

Description Returns all user feedbacks within a given date range

4.3 Next steps
Efforts are being employed for software maintenance. The final wrap-up of the code as an opensource component is available in the GitHub link indicated in the following section.

4.4 Links
A Github repository has been created with the following content:






CPD source code
Sample data to populate the CPD
README file
A docker container configuration file to easily deploy and run CPD
Link: https://github.com/SIMPATICOProject/CPD

A live version of the CPD is also available in order to show CPD functionalities:
 Demo: https://simpatico.business-engineering.it/cpd
 API: https://simpatico.business-engineering.it/cpd/api
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5 Collective Knowledge Base
5.1 Short summary of key functionality
The final development of the CKB provides the following functionalities. Some of them fulfil several
requirements defined in deliverable D4.1, section 4.3:
1. Data storage: The CKB stores the questions, answers, comments and terms of the QAE, and
the diagrams and user-feedback of CPD. This functionality fulfils the requirement CKB.1.
[Already accomplished in D4.2]
2. RESTful interfaces: The information contained in the CKB can be accessed through a set of
REST operations, as well as the main functionalities and statistics of the usage of
Citizenpedia. This functionality fulfils the requirement CKB.4. [Already accomplished in D4.2]
3. Data index: All the questions and answers added to Citizenpedia are indexed in order to
reduce the search time and enhance entities access. This functionality fulfils the requirement
CKB.2. [Already accomplished in D4.3]
4. Flexible searching capabilities: The search engine considers the possible typo errors
introduced by the users. It also returns the results sorted by relevance considering who has
created it and the positives points given by other users (gamification feature). This
functionality fulfils the requirement CKB.3. [Enhanced]
5. Privacy and access control to data. Authenticated users only can perform CRUD operations
against the data they have given access permission. This functionality fulfills the requirement
CKB.5. [Already accomplished in D4.3]

5.2 Interfaces
The interfaces that expose the data of the Citizenpedia, i.e. from the QAE and CPD, have been
already described in the previous 3.2 and 4.2 sections. This way, the methods have been ordered
according to the information they provide access to, QAE and CPD respectively.

5.3 Next steps
Efforts are being employed for software maintenance. The final wrap-up of the code as an opensource component is available in the GitHub link indicated in the following section.

5.4 Links
The CKB implementation is mostly based on 3rd party components, such as an open source database
for the storage (MongoDB) and index (ElasticSearch) the Citizenpedia contents. Thus, no significant
portion of source code has been released as a standalone CKB. Examples of anonymized dumps of
the datasets produced with the support of Citizenpedia have been published in Zenodo:
 SIMPATICO
First
Evaluation
Galicia
https://zenodo.org/record/2541194#.XD5Rk1xKiUk

Citizenpedia

Dataset:
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 SIMPATICO
Second
Evaluation
Galicia
https://zenodo.org/record/2534702#.XD4ipFxKiUk

Citizenpedia

Dataset:
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6 Servicepedia
Servicepedia is a new tool developed after collecting the feedback obtained from the stakeholders
during the pilots’ first phase. The navigation between the e-services and Citizenpedia was confusing
and some elements from the Citizenpedia were not self-explained. For this reason, the Servicepedia
integrates the descriptions of the e-services with the information on the QAE and CPD to have all the
elements contextualized. This way the citizens can easily access the e-service descriptions and all the
question and answers related to every element (paragraphs, forms, etc.) of them. Besides, users can
understand the context where a given e-service is offered, e.g. what part or step of a given
administrative procedure it represents.
In Figure 6 the interaction between Servicepedia and the rest of the tools of Citizenpedia and IFE is
shown.

Figure 6: Interaction between Servicepedia and Citizenpedia modules

Figure 6 shows how Servicepedia manages both administrative procedures and e-services
information. This information is enriched with QAE and CPD associated to those procedures and eservices. All these data are linked to the administrative procedure or to one of the elements each
procedure is composed of. These elements are:
 Procedure phase
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E-service
Form
Form input
Form Block
Terms

QAE and CPD information obtained using the REST interfaces that both tools offer and described in
sections 3.2 and 4.2 is used.
Figure 7 shows an example of how an administrative procedure information is presented in
Servicepedia. It includes a description of the procedure and the phases such procedure is composed
of. Notice that in the header of each phase, links to the CPD diagrams and questions and answers
related to them are available.

Figure 7: Servicepedia - Procedure information

Moreover, a Citizenpedia main page has been created in order to give direct access to QAE, CPD and
Servicepedia. The main page is show in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Citizenpedia Main page

6.1 Short summary of key functionality
The final development of the Servicepedia provides the following functionalities:
1. Procedure search: All the procedures that have been modeled in the Citizenpedia using the
CPD can be accessed. A search engine that supports typo errors has been implemented for
this objective.
2. Procedure elements description and contextual information. Servicepedia offers the
possibility to access every single element of a procedure and the questions and answers
related to each administrative procedure.

6.2 Interfaces
Servicepedia is a consumer of all the data that is managed in all the components that compose
Citizenpedia, but it does not offer any API. It simply offers an easily usable web front-end.

6.3 Next steps
Efforts are being employed for software maintenance. The final wrap-up of the code as an opensource component is available in the GitHub link indicated in the following section.
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6.4 Links
A Github repository has been created with the following content:
● Servicepedia source code
● README file
● A docker container configuration file to easily deploy and run Servicepedia
● Link: https://github.com/SIMPATICOProject/Servicepedia
A live version of the Servicepedia is also available in order to show Servicepedia functionalities:
● Demo: https://simpatico.morelab.deusto.es/servicepedia/
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7 Inclusive design
Lessons driven from the 1st phase of the pilots showed the confusion that some of the visual
interfaces produced by the project could raise in some cases. For example, some icons were not selfexplanatory and citizens did not know what they represented. To address this demand for further
inclusiveness and usability, an evaluation of the SIMPATICO components was carried out from the
inclusiveness and usability perspectives.
In the following sections the evaluation methodology followed and the resulting assessment are
explained. Finally, the improvements made, based on this evaluation results, are shown.

7.1 Inclusiveness
Inclusive Design [2] [3] is about putting people first when designing information systems and
particularly interfaces for information systems. It is grounded on designing for the needs of people
with permanent, temporary, situational, or changing disabilities. Figure 9 shows the Persona
Spectrum described in Microsoft’s manual on Inclusive Design [4]. This approach seeks that behind
every site or application lies thought, empathy and inclusion.

Figure 9: Persona Spectrum described in Microsoft’s manual on Inclusive Design

Inclusive Design Principles help ensuring that the most appropriate features for a product, are
implemented in the best way possible, to support as many people as possible. As such the Inclusive
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Design Principles are not guidelines or a replacement for guidelines, they are prompts to be used
during the design phase. They demand that work is done with real users in the whole process.
The principles of Inclusive Design are:
 Provide comparable experience: Ensure your interface provides a comparable experience for
all so people can accomplish tasks in a way that suits their needs without undermining the
quality of the content. For example: ergonomic features providing synchronized closed
captions makes your video accessible. But making them customizable, colour coded, and
repositionable provides a more comparable experience.
 Consider situation: People use your interface in different situations. Make sure your interface
delivers a valuable experience to people regardless of their circumstances. One example of
this principle are captions on the go – you are aware that the video content you are
providing will be consumed on mobile devices, to avoid being antisocial with smaller
viewports, sound is switched off and captions activated by default.
 Be consistent: Use familiar conventions and apply them consistently. You should say the same
things in the same way and users should be able to do the same things in the same way. For
example: consistent page architecture – use consistent page architecture across templates to
help people scan and navigate key content.
 Give control: Ensure people are in control. People should be able to access and interact with
content in their preferred way. Do not disable the ability to change standard browser and
platform settings such as orientation, font size, zoom, and contrast.
 Offer choice: Consider providing different ways for people to complete tasks, especially those
that are complex or non-standard. For example: offer accessible alternatives – alternative
ways of presenting data, such as data tables for info graphics, should be available to all users
as an option rather than a hidden link just for screen reader users.
 Prioritise content: Help users focus on core tasks, features, and information by prioritising
them within the content and layout. People should be able to focus on one thing at a time.
Identify the core purpose of the interface, and then the content and features needed to fulfil
that purpose. For example, Keep task focused: Progressively reveal features and content
when needed, not all in one go.
 Add value: Consider the value of features and how they improve the experience for different
users. Features should add value to the user experience by providing efficient and diverse
ways to find and interact with content. For example: make task completion easier – Add a
'Show password' button to input fields so users can verify they have correctly inputted text,
or add touch identification for password protected areas.

7.2 Usability
Usability is defined as How effectively, efficiently and satisfactorily a user can interact with a user
interface [2]. The word "usability" also refers to methods for improving ease-of-use during the design
process [3].
Usability is defined by 5 quality components:
 Learnability: How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they encounter
the design?
 Efficiency: Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they perform tasks?
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 Memorability: When users return to the design after a period of not using it, how easily can
they re-establish proficiency?
 Errors: How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors, and how easily can they
recover from the errors?
 Satisfaction: How pleasant is it to use the design?


Figure 10: Usability quality components

Usability is a key factor for the Citizenpedia because it is a component that is used by different kind
of people, but specially by people who is not used to these technologies, e.g. people with a low or
middle ICT skills. Thanks to the evaluation of the usability, the weaknesses of a given component can
be detected and improved. This way the citizens will be more comfortable using Citizenpedia tools.
For the usability evaluation performed in SIMPATICO, the ten principles called Heuristics proposed by
Molich & Nielsen [5] has been used. In the following list, examples of aspects to take into account in
each heuristic are shown.
 Visibility of system status. The system should always keep users informed about what is going
on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.
 Match between system and the real world. The system should speak the users' language, with
words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow
real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical order.
 User control and freedom. Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a
clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go through
an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.
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 Consistency and standards. Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing.
 Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors. Error messages should be expressed
in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a
solution.
 Error prevention. Even better than good error messaging is a careful design which prevents a
problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check
for them and present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the action.
 Recognition rather than recall. Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions,
and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from one part of the
dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable
whenever appropriate.
 Flexibility and efficiency of use. Accelerators — unseen by the novice user — may often speed
up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced
and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.
 Aesthetic and minimalist design. Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant
or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant
units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.
 Help and documentation. Even though it is better if the system can be used without
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such
information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be
carried out, and not be too large.

7.3 Methodology
For the evaluation of the inclusiveness and usability, an adaptation of the method designed by
Molich & Nielsen [5] has been used.
This method is iterative and has the following steps:

7.3.1 Identify
The aim of this step is to identify all the issues that should be improved and prioritized in order to
detect the most critical ones. For that, a spreadsheet was created with all the principles
(inclusiveness and usability) written in the first column. The duty of the evaluators is to write, below,
each of the principles, all the issues related to them, and score them. The goal is to get lower score in
each iteration. The usability KPI measure the reduction percentage of the score from one iteration to
another. The target value is 15% for each component The score is based on the following
classification scheme.





Mild trouble: is not considered as an error – 1 point.
Not serious error: Must be solved but is not a priority – 2 points.
Error: Trouble that must be solved – 3 points.
Critical error: Severe problem that must be solved as a priority – 4 points-

This spreadsheet has also no mandatory columns where the evaluator can write some notes or
his/her contact details in order to facilitate the job of the component owner.
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7.3.2 Analyse
Once the identification step is finished the responsible for the component must analyse one by one
all the open issues sorted by priority and try to identify the best way to proceed. If the responsible
has any doubt or does not understand what the problem is, he/she can contact the person who
wrote the issue.

7.3.3 Improve
In this last step the developers must improve the component using the guidelines obtained in the
previous steps.
Once the last step is concluded, the iteration also concludes and a new one must start. In this new
identification step the issues identified in the previous one should be checked again.

7.4 SIMPATICO evaluation
Based on this methodology, all the SIMPATICO components with a visual interface that were
implemented for the 1st phase of the project have been evaluated. Once the first phase was
concluded a group of evaluators were encouraged to identify and score all the issues related to their
component. All the partners could also contribute identifying issues of components they are not
responsible for.
For that, they had to fill in a spreadsheet as the one shown in Figure 11 based on the comments
indicated and in those inclusiveness and usability aspects where the rating was regarded as critical or
very important. The team of each component performed some amendments in order to attend to
the deficiencies detected.

Figure 11: Usability and inclusiveness spreadsheet

The sum of the score of all the issues obtained for each component are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Inclusiveness score after Phase 1

Score

IFE

QAE

CDV

CPD

SF

61

50

37

39

32
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The IFE and QAE components were the ones with higher, meaning worst, usability score. These
components have many visual elements which were not self-explanatory, and they also were not
consistent among them. The Session Feedback issues were more related to the size of the elements
(windows, text, etc.). Finally, the CDV and CPD had issues related to the integration with other
SIMPATICO components, people did not know if the icon they were using was of one component or
another.
An indicative listing of changes performed during the 2nd phase of the project, some of SIMPATICO
components is listed below:
 IFE:
o New look and feel of the toolbar with better colour schema, more readable font and
more self-explanatory icons with labels.
o Answers are shown in the question box, so the user does not need to go to the QAE
portal to know if a question has (an) answer(s).
o The user can send feedback of a text simplification done by the TAE SIMPATICO
component.
o The CDV autocomplete functionality is activated automatically when the user clicks
on the toolbar button
 QAE:
o Look and feel (text size, font, colours, etc) develop in order to be homogenous
among all SIMPATICO components
o Answers given by high rated users or civil servants are highlighted.
o QAE main page is customizable. This way Public Administration can adapt the portal
to their and citizens needs.
 CPD:
o No colours employed for the interface rendering. The semantic power of the
interface was preserved by adding new symbols
o Font size adjustment is now a feature. Diagram’s zooming in and out was
implemented as well.
 CDV:
o Number of clicks needed to autofill the form have been reduced.
 SF:
o Greater control on the configuration of the presentation: font family, text size and
colour.
o Support for longer questionnaires via dedicated configuration format.
o Linked to the longer questionnaire support, heuristic for the detection of limits in the
size of questionnaires so users are not presented with excessively long forms.
As a result, the overall inclusiveness and usability of SIMPATICO tools was achieved. Thus, at the end
of this phase, all partners were encouraged to re-score the issues that were identified in the first
phase, and the results were better. The sum of the score for each component are presented in Table
2
Table 2: Inclusiveness score after Phase 2

IFE

QAE

CDV

CPD

SF
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Score

26

24

35

33

28

If we compare the scores from the first phase and the second phase the improvement in the
detected issues are the following ones.
Table 3: Improvement in the inclusiveness score

Score

IFE

QAE

CDV

CPD

SF

57%

52%

20%

15%

15%

All the components showed positive improvements. The IFE (57%) and QAE (52%) have the highest
improvement percentage. The main reasons for this is that they are the components with more
visual components and the scores obtained in the first evaluation were the worst. For its part, the
CDV, CPD, SF have improved at least in a 15% which is also a correct result because the score in the
first phase was excellent (less than 40) which makes more difficult the improvement.
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8 Evaluations
In order to do a technical validation of Citizenpedia, different in-lab evaluations have been carried
out during the project. The goal of these in-lab evaluations is to get a technical validation of the
components and user acceptance, not how it integrates with other SIMPATICO components and how
it affects to the entire administrative procedure from a citizen point of view. This is the reason why
these evaluations have been carried out with few participants and they are not part of the Pilots.
They were done by members of the Spanish and Italian teams.

8.1 QAE
8.1.1 Purpose and objectives
The general objectives of this in-lab pre-evaluation session:
 Validate technically QAE’s components 2nd version.
 Analysing QAE component usefulness.
 Receive feedback in order to improve QAE components.

8.1.2 Methodology
The evaluation was performed between 3 and 7 December 2018.
Information was sent to 8 participants in order to carry out the test. The profile of those users was: a)
Predominant age range was 24 to 35 and b) they all have a middle to high ICT skills. They were free
to do it when they wanted but always before the deadline.
The session had the following structure
1. Introduction of the QAE component
2. Answer to a survey related to QAE
3. Introduction of the Xunta Public Administration procedure BS611A and how to use QAE from
the Xunta’s webpage
4. Answer to a survey related to QAE and Public Administration webpage
5. Answer to a survey related to citizen participation
The guidelines for the surveys are depicted at Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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Figure 12: Instructions given to participant in the QAE test
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Figure 13: Example of questions answered by participants (in Spanish)

8.1.3 Stakeholder participation
The participation included the following collectives of interest for the Project:
Table 4: Stakeholder participation

Stakeholder Group

Description

SIMPATICO partners

Deusto University is active in several roles:
● Mobilizing the users for the trials.
● Collecting useful experimental information from the users during the
process (feedback to be used by developers later on to fine-tune the
system for the full trials).

SIMPATICO Developers The SIMPATICO development team was active during the session for
three main purposes:
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● Setting up the technical infrastructure for the SIMPATICO trials.
● Taking note of the miss-adjustments.

8.1.4 Overview of outcomes
The QAE portal has been well received by the participants. Most of them have been able to find and
create new questions autonomously. At a general level, they understand the graphic notation
although there are some visual elements (such as responses made by public administration workers
which are highlighted) that must be modified because not all the participants have understood it.
The integration of the QAE with the PA website in which the procedure is described has been very
well valued. More than 70% of the participants believe that it is a quick and easy way to access
questions related to a procedure that may interest them. Even so, participants miss the chance to
see the quality of the questions and a ranking with the best rated ones, as it does exist in the QAE
portal.
Regarding to the philosophy of allowing citizens to participate in improving the e-services, almost
100% of the participants trust in the answers that other citizens can give. Even if it was not actively,
they would also be willing to ask questions and answers, i.e., to use the tool. Finally, more than 80%
of the participants believe that citizens' questions are essential for the public administration to
improve their services.

8.2 CPD
The user interaction of the CPD varies according to the roles assigned to the logged in user. In
particular, as already stated in the rest of the document, there are two main stakeholders involved in
the application: citizens and civil servants. Users of the CPD who are not logged in are presented
with a limited version of the "citizen" user interface.
The first three evaluation cycles of the CPD have been mainly focused around the “citizen” point of
view, measuring user expectations, user interface usability and the level of understanding for the
diagram’ semantic. The needs and the results of the last evaluation session are discussed in detail in
deliverable D6.6.
A fourth session of experimentation involved three civil servants of Trento municipality and has been
specifically designed to test and monitor the effectiveness and usability of the collaborative design of
procedures performed by the civil servants within the collaboration workflow model depicted in
Figure 14 and implemented in the CPD.
The collaboration workflow has three active roles:
1. Procedure Owner (owner): the user that possesses this role is the principal responsible (i.e.
accountable) for of the procedure, from its formal definition to its implementation,
execution, monitoring and improvement. This is usually a superior officer of the Public
Organization. It’s tasks – in the collaborative design workflow – are:
a. the opening of a (new) design collaboration (top-left circle in Figure 14);
b. the final approval of the newly designed procedure (“Approve procedure” task).
2. Procedure Analyst (reviewer): this is the user responsible for the technical design of the
procedure. He must fully master the new requirements in order to:
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a. define the requirements (“Define procedure requirements” task) of the (new)
procedure and effectively communicate them to the Procedure Designer;
b. monitor the design task output in order to technically validate (“Review procedure”
task) the (new) procedure graphical and textual definition before passing the
development to the Procedure Owner for the final approval.
3. Procedure Designer (editor): this user has the responsibility for translating the procedure’s
requirements into a graphical and textual representation using the depictions and semantic
(i.e. the notation) pioneered by the CPD team in the SIMPATICO project. His/her only task is,
in fact, the “Design procedure” task, in which the CPD makes available all the tools needed
for the design of the procedure using such notation.

Figure 14: BPMN process representation the collaborative design workflow

One passive role called “observer” has also been implemented but not tested. This role gives the
ability to monitor the design progress of the editor to any user of the platform (including citizens).
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8.2.1 Methodology
Three civil servants from the Trento municipality have been previously trained on the notation of the
CPD (see 8.2.2) and have been asked to identify an administrative procedure to be modeled in the
upcoming modeling session.
When the users manifested their confidence with the concepts and depictions of the CPD, a
teamwork session has been planned for the collaborative modeling of the identified procedure with
the tree civil servants playing the three active roles described above.
The procedure identified for the experiment was the “Prenotazione sale pubbliche” (Public rooms
booking) and the session involved also the CPD technical team, in order to guarantee timeliness
support in case of doubts or issues.
The expected output was the model of the “Prenotazione sale pubbliche” administrative procedure,
according to the CPD notation.

8.2.2 CPD Notation
After the concepts of procedure and phase have proven to be well known to the stakeholders, new
CPD concepts related to the interaction between the citizen and the Public Administration have been
mapped into graphical symbolism of the communication layer (or pool) of the diagram. Each phase
of the procedure has its own communication layer (see the rectangle under the phase symbol inside
the red shape on the right of Figure 15).
In the CPD semantic, a communication is any kind of interaction occurring between the citizen and a
Public or Private Body, characterized by a sender, a receiver, a communication channel and a subject
of the communication. It is represented by a rectangle with rounded corners divided in five parts (see
the top left of Figure 15). Moreover, a sequence of one or more communications enclosed between a
begin event and a conclusion event is named dialogue. The dialogue has one “begin” and one or
more “conclusion” denoting the “positive conclusion” or the “negative conclusion” of the dialog.
Some icons for the communication task and the dialogue events have been changed during the
project according to stakeholders’ suggestions in a participatory design way.
The concept of deadline has also been introduced for communications, that is, there are interactions
that must be completed within a time period or time limit. Those communications have a clock
symbol attached and two possible flows departing from the clock symbol can be followed, depending
on whether the communication is achieved before or after that point in time.
The concept of decision is used to model different workflow paths reachable due to different
decisions that can be made at some points in the dialogue.
Finally, the administrative procedure is said to be “positively concluded” when all its phases are
“positively concluded”, a phase is “positively concluded” when all of its dialogues are “positively
concluded” and the next phase can begin only when the previous one is “positively concluded”.
A good representation of the entire notation is given by the CPD legend in Figure 15.
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w i t hi n the deadli ne
after the deadli ne

Figure 15: The CPD legend gives a concise definition of all the concepts and the notation of the administrative procedure
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8.2.3 Work done
After having assigned the three collaboration roles to the three experimenters (civil servants), the
following stages have been accomplished in order:
1. A new procedure has been created by the Procedure Owner with the name “Prenotazione sale
pubbliche” and a short documentation.
2. The Procedure Analyst has completed the “Define procedure requirements” task.
3. The Procedure Designer has completed the “Design procedure” task after modelling the
procedure.
4. The Procedure Analyst returned the diagram to the Procedure Designer in the “Review
procedure” task, simulating a non-conformity of the design with the requirements.
5. Step 3 has been repeated.
6. The Procedure Analyst accepted the diagram in the “Review procedure” task.
7. The Procedure Owner approved the new procedure.
All the effort has been lavished in a brainstorm way from the domain experts (the civil servants) with
very few intervention from the technical supervisors (the CPD development team).

8.2.4 Results and conclusive remarks
The result of the CPD evaluation described up to now consists essentially in the diagram of Figure 16.
Considering the medium complexity of the entire procedure, it can be asserted that the collaborative
design process has proved sufficiently effective for the set objectives, albeit still in the prototype
phase.
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Figure 16: “Prenotazione sale pubbliche” procedure diagram
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9 Conclusion
The work done during these 36 months in the WP4 has resulted in a final version of the Citizenpedia.
This final version has been possible thanks to the feedback received in the evaluation periods of the
pilots. Although there are many points to stress, the inclusive design – usability evaluation and the
addition of the Servicepedia tool have been the most relevant contributions done during these two
periods.
The inclusive design and usability evaluation has allowed the identification of those components of
the Citizenpedia that must be modified, removed or added based on the feedback obtained. The
Servicepedia is a good example of an outcome of this evaluation. This tool should provide an easier
interaction between the citizens and the platform.
The fact of having been in contact with citizens and the public administration during the design and
development of Citizenpedia has also allowed us to improve or add new functionalities that were not
planned at the beginning of the project. The support of more than one language by all the
components, including Galician is a clear example of it.
Moreover, all the requirements identified in D4.1 have been fulfilled. Now, Citizenpedia includes
users and role management features and offers a gamification engine. Besides, with the last
improvements, the spam can be managed, advanced search capabilities have been added and a
responsive more inclusive interface has been provided.
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